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The Old Torrey Store in Manchester,
New Jersey and its Currency

By WILLIAM S. DEWEY
© 1982, W.S. Dewey

(Concluded from PM No. 107, Page 226)

The Torrey Currency

It is now time to turn attention to the Torrey notes themselves.
These were produced in eight denominations. Fractional issues in
five-cent, ten-cent, twenty-five cent and fifty-cent varieties were
issued, sometimes referred to as scrip or shinplasters. Higher value
notes included the one dollar, two dollar, three dollar, and five
dollar types. All of the S.W. & W.A. Torrey notes were similarly in-
scribed: "Will pay   to bearer on demand in goods at their
store".

A majority of the notes that have been studied were signed by
Elizabeth C. Torrey, as "Agent". She was, as has been previously
pointed out, William A. Torrey's wife. However, 13 percent of the
total specimens observed bear the signature of William Lewis, as
"Agent".

Most of the notes include a printed date, June 15th 1861, but
about half of the Lewis signed specimens appear with handwritten
dates of May 1 1861 or June 1 1861 with only the "186" portion
printed. Additionally, six specimens of the Torrey-signed notes exist
with the notation "Issued Dec. 1, 1862" handwritten diagonally
across the face of the note, while also bearing the usual June 15th
1861 printed date.

A special feature of the Lewis-signed notes is the presence of
punch holes in every specimen observed, excepting one, not unlike
those that might be applied by a conductor's punch on a train. How-
ever, it is generally accepted that conductor's punches were not in
common usage at that time.

Most of the notes signed by Elizabeth Torrey were impressed
with two identical rubber stamp dates as overprints diagonally across
the face. These overprints appear to represent the date of actual
release of the notes into general circulation. Careful records of the
redemption of the notes were maintained in the store ledgers. In
every case observed to date, the overprints were marked for the first
of a month. The ledgers show that employees of the store were paid
at the beginning of each month, which may have influenced the re-
lease pattern of the notes.

On the other hand, notes signed by the mysterious William
Lewis are usually found "defaced" by either one, two, or three
punch holes rather than green stamp overprints. Additionally, the
higher denomination Lewis notes ($1.00 up) carry handwritten dates
prior to the printed June 15, 1861 date of most other Torrey notes.
Such early script dates strongly suggest that they were the first of the
notes to be released, and prior to the official opening of the Man-
chester store. As previously observed, Lewis could have been a
station agent at a more northerly portion of the railroad, such as Red
Bank*, or paymaster of the line at the temporary headquarters near
Lower Squankum. If such were the case, he could have been author-
ized to sign the early issues of the Torrey currency as "Agent" or as
a representative of the firm of S.W. & W.A. Torrey. This would
explain why some of the Lewis-signed notes bear handwritten dates
that precede the store opening at Manchester in June 1863. Inter-
estingly, the account books of Torrey and Mead for 1863 carry
entries for W. Lewis as a customer.

Lewis was a common name in Monmouth and Ocean Counties
in the 18th and 19th centuries. Salter" advises that an "Ezekial
Lewis was a taxpayer of Middletown in 1761. Among taxpayers of
Shrewsbury in 1764 were William, Daniel, and William Lewis of

Turkeytown. Jonathan Lewis, who settled near Bayville about the
close of the last century (18th), tradition says came from near Blue
Ball. His son, Ezekial, was b. there Sept. 3, 1791. He was m. to 2nd
w. Deborah Stout, sister of Captain Benjamin Stout of Good Luck,
in 1796. Besides son, Ezekial, he had three other children. Ezekial
settled on the south branch of Forked River. He served in the war of
1812 . . . Ezekial d. May 20, 1885."

There is a just a possibility that our William Lewis could have
been one of Jonathan Lewis' "three other children", or, more likely
from an age standpoint, a son of Ezekial Lewis. In the latter event,
his father's service in the War of 1812 could have inspired him to
volunteer for duty in the Civil War. Ellis' includes the name of a
William H. Lewis in a list of men attached to Company D of the
14th Regiment, New Jersey Volunteers, with the notation : "Died of
disease, Freehold, N.J., December 7, 1863." Could this Civil War
soldier possibly be the William Lewis who signed the Torrey notes in
the spring of 1861? Not likely, for two reasons. One, the lack of
middle initial "H" in the signatures on the notes, and two, our
William was a customer of the Torrey & Mead store at Manchester in
1863.

It would appear that further research into the genealogy of the
Lewis family in New Jersey will be needed to identify the William of
our story.

Based on the specimens observed to date, there could be as
many as 32 kinds of Torrey notes. Eight denominations of notes
signed by Elizabeth Torrey, having green stamp overprints and
printed date June 15th, 1861, are known to exist. These are the 5e,
10C, 25C, 50e, $1, $2, $3, and $5 denominations. But, only three
denominations of her issues have been found with script-endorsed
dates and the usual printed date (IOC, $1, and $2).

Of the notes signed by Lewis, only one denomination has been
discovered with no punch holes at all, namely a 5C variety. This note
comes with the regular June 15th, 1861 printed date. Two denomi-
nations (SC and 25C) with printed date show either one, two or three
punch holes. Three denominations of his notes are known with a
single punch hole and handwritten dates, the higher denomination
$1, $2, and $3 notes.

Table 1 provides a complete listing of all Torrey notes thought
to be possible, with each type identified by number from 1 to 32.
Table 2 regroups the known specimens of notes signed by Elizabeth
Torrey according to their overprints. Table 3 regroups the Lewis-
signed notes by dates of issue and numbers of punch holes.

From the above it will be seen that five denominations of
Torrey-signed notes are not known to exist at this time. Eleven of the
Lewis varieties are in the same category. Some of this relatively large
group of unknowns could turn up at any time in the future as more
and more important currency collections are placed on the market.

As has been indicated, the Torrey notes appear to have been
numbered sequentially in ink by hand on uncut sheets without regard
to denomination, if research to date can be trusted. The series
appears to run from #1 to #5800 or so, and from #8000 to #8400.
The relatively few notes signed by William Lewis carry numbers
from moderately low, through mid-range, to very high. Table 4 pro-
vides an insight into the numbering series as related to issue dates of
the notes.

A sufficient number of Torrey notes have been observed to
facilitate reconstruction of the sheets as printed. There would have
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1. 5c Eli:. Torrey, June 15, 1861. Black Printing. Green Rubber Stamp Issue Date. (10C of this series illustrated in PM No.
105, page 108.) Wait #1072.

3. 250 Eliz. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Black Printing. Green Rubber Stamp Issue Date. Wait #1074.

been two separate printings, of course, in order to provide for the
insertion of handwritten dates on the early releases, and for printed
date, June 15th, 1861, on the later ones. (See Figure 1 for the plate
set-ups.)

There were two plates utilized, one covering the low denom-
ination notes, the other for the higher denominations from one to
five dollars. Assuming that the notes were serially numbered (by
hand) in uncut sheets, the following features are at once evidenced:

1. Five-cent and dollar notes should have serial numbers ending
with the digits 1,2,6, or 7.

2. Ten-cent and two dollar notes will have serial numbers end-
ing with digits 3 or 8.

3. Twenty-five cent and three dollar notes will have serial num-
bers ending in 4 or 9.

4. Fifty-cent and five dollar notes will have serial numbers end-
ing in 5 or 0.

Out of some 155 notes made available for study, only 10 fail to
fit the numbering pattern outlined above, all of which occur in the
fractional issues. Serial numbers of the non-conformists signed by
Elizabeth Torrey fall within the series from #4175 to #5100. The only
Lewis signed note that does not conform to the pattern is #8310, a
five-cent note, dated June 5, 1861, which is the highest serial number

registered so far. By reference to Table 4, it will be seen that the non-
conforming numbers are among the last notes issued. Could it be
that the party responsible for numbering became careless toward the
end of the task?

It is the present feeling that the handful of non-conforming
notes were very likely misnumbered. This position is strengthened by
the fact that two different one dollar notes have been located with
the same serial number but signed respectively by Elizabeth Torrey
and William Lewis! An attempt was made to correlate the number-
ing with the signatures on the notes in the hope that handwriting
would determine who did the numbering. The result, however, was
inconclusive.

Common logic suggests that the numbering job had to be done,
or at least controlled, at some central location. This could have been
the temporary store at Lower Squankum for the early notes, and
then the Manchester store for the issues with printed date June 15th,
1861. Or all the numbering might have been accomplished at Man-
chester where William A. Torrey had his home.

As stated previously, the Torrey notes observed to date carry
serial numbers in the range from 1 to about 5800 with some few
additional from 8000 to 8400. This suggests a total of perhaps 6200
notes issued. Referring to Table 4, we get a clue as to the number of
notes by date categories.
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4. 50(t Eli:. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Black Printing. Green Rubber Stamp Issue Date. Wait #1075.

6. 52 Eli:. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Pink Printing. Green Rubber Stamp Issue Date. Wait #1077.

7. S3 Eli:. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Pink Printing. Green Rubber Stamp Issue Date. Wait #1078.
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8. $5 Eli:. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Pink Printing. Green Rubber Stamp Issue Date. Wait #1079.

10. 10(r Eliz. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Pink Printing. Handwritten Issue Date. Not in Wait.

13. $1 Eliz. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Pink Printing. Handwritten Issue Date. Not in Wait.
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14. 82 Eli;.. Torrey. June 15, 1861. Pink Printing. Handwritten Issue Date. Not in Wait.

17. 50 Wm. Lewis. June 15, 1861. Black Printing. Punch Holes. Not in Wait.

19. 25(D Wm. Lewis. June 15, 1861. Black Printing. Punch Holes. Not in Wait.
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29. $1. Wm. Lewis. Script Date. Pink Printing. Punch Holes. Not in Wait.

30. $2. Wm. Lewis. Script Date. Pink Printing. Punch Holes. Not in Wait.

31. $3 Wm. Lewis. Script Date. Pink Printing. Punch Holes. Not in Wait.
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By relating serial numbers to denominations, and correlating
that information with plate positions indicated in Figure 1, it is
possible to arrive at a tentative decision as to the total value of
Torrey notes issued. Such considerations suggest that about 400
sheets of fractional notes were issued as against about 220 of the
higher denomination notes. Evaluating these out, gives the following

result :

1600 5e	 notes $80

800 toe notes 80

800 25e 200

800 50e 400

880 $1 880

440 $2 880

440 $3 1320

440 $5 2200

6200 = $6040

When we recall the purchasing power of money back in 1861,
and the very low price range of goods on the market, an issue of
notes with total value of something over six thousand dollars was
sizeable for a small town store.

One might be tempted to inquire if there was any significance in
the fact that the last Torrey notes issued, based on their green stamp
overprints, were dated April 1st, 1863. This was no accident, as we
shall see.

A "Decision" by the United States Office of Internal Revenue,
dated April 1863, advised that a tax would be effective on all pri-
vately issued notes! (See Figure 5.) In the case of the Torrey store
operation and its currency, the tax was to be "one per cent on the
excess of the average circulation over ninety per cent of the capital",
or "one-half per cent on the average circulation not exceeding ninety
per cent of the capital." It would appear that the Torrey circulation
would have fitted into the latter category. While there are no figures
to substantiate either the capital or the total amount of their notes,
there would have been a modest sum of money due the Revenue
Bureau as of October first in 1863, and additional sums at six-month
intervals thereafter. While such a tax probably would not have
bankrupted the Torrey interests, it would certainly have added to
their financial woes at the time.

It is the opinion that the Torrey Store terminated its issuance of
currency as soon as they received official word of the above-men-
tioned decision. This would account for their last notes being re-
leased as of April 1, 1863.

Conclusion

An interesting sidelight on the practice of issuing private
currency or notes of any kind is found in an article originally pub-
lished in the Philadelphia Evening Telegraph newspaper of April 29,
1873. It is reproduced below in total.

"A number of boys employed in the glass factories of Salem,
N.J., struck work yesterday morning. Their reason for so doing
was not that they are poorly paid, although it seems that their
wages are miserably small, but that their employers, instead of
cash, give them printed money orders on stores owned or con-
trolled by them. These 'shinnies' or 'shinplasters', are not good
for their face value unless presented at the companies' stores,
other tradespeople receiving them only at a discount. This is a
gross imposition upon the boys, and in their resistance to it they
will have the sympathy of all fair-minded people. Their
employers have no right to dictate to them where they shall spend
their money, and are bound to pay the wages agreed upon in
money that is commonly negotiable at its face value. The boys
expressed their willingness to return to work at the wages hitherto
paid, provided the employers will pay that amount in cash. This,
it is to be hoped, public sentiment will force them into doing. It is
bare justice the boys ask, and they should obtain it without
delay."

While the above condition post-dated the Torrey currency, there
is little doubt but that there was some similar dissatisfaction with the
arrangement at Manchester in the early sixties!

All of the Torrey notes should be considered scarce, with several
varieties quite rare. As previously noted, a number of varieties have
not even been located for study after a dozen years or so of search.
Few collectors or museums can boast more than a couple of speci-
mens each, adding to the difficulty of research. Strangely, also, not
very many notes have been located in Manchester Township or even
within the confines of Ocean County, New Jersey.

The Torrey currency was printed on rather thin translucent
paper, one side only, by the W.H. Arthur & Company of New York
City. The fractional issues were printed in black ink while a pink or
pale red ink was utilized for the higher denominations.

In bringing this article to a close, it seems fitting to re-emphasize
that the S.W. & W.A. Torrey notes were, in reality, a quasi-railroad
currency. Had not the brothers, Samuel and William, been engaged
in construction of the Raritan & Delaware Bay Railroad, there would
probably have been no Torrey store at Manchester or private
currency. The notes should, of course, be attributed to Manchester
Township, not the Borough of Lakehurst which did not exist in
1861. It is gratifying to note that George Wait, in his book New
Jersey's Money (1976), so lists the notes.

Photographs of each denomination and variety of Torrey notes
known to exist at the present time are provided from specimens in
the author's collection or from those loaned by others.

* D.C. Wismer, early paper money authority, listed the Torrey notes under the
heading "RED BANK". Did he know something we don't? (See The
Numismatist, February 1929, page 69.)
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5:	 12	 Dec. 1	 (See Footnote)	 June 15, 1861

10¢	 5
25C 	 11
508 	 1

$5.00
5c	 11	 Dec. 162

25C	 4

	

$3.00	 2
250 	 1	 Jan. 1 63
50C	 4

	

$1.00	 1
5:	 1

25C	 3	 Feb. I 63
500	 3	

„

	

$1.00	 4

	

$2.00	 I

* Note: The 186 portion of the date is printed, while the remainder is hand-

written.

2) By Dates of Issue.

Issue Dale and Type	 No. Specimens	 No. Punch Holes

May 1, 1861 (Script)	 4	 I

June 1, 1861	 "	 6

June 15, 1861 (Printed)	 I	 1
4	 2

4	 3
1	 0

	

Total No. Notes =	 20
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20. Heston, Alfred M. South Jersey, a History, 1664-1924. 1924.
P. 254.

21. Wilson, Harold F. The Jersey Shore. p. 488.

TABLE I

TYPES AND VARIETIES OF THE TORREY NOTES

Assigned Wait Criswell Denomi- Agent 	 Type of	 Printed
No.	 No.	 No.	 nation Signature	 Overdate	 Date

	$3.00 	 8

	

$5.00	 11
2	 Mar. 1 63

	250 	 5

	

500 	 3
	$1.00 	 15

	

$2.00	 I

	

$3.00	 11

	

$5.00	 4

	

5:	 2	 Apr. 1 63

	

$3.00	 1

	

$5.00	 2

I	 1072 S-879	 5C	 E. Torrey	 Green Stamp June 15, 1861	 Diagonal Script Overprint	 Printed Date

2	 1073	 10c	 ,,	 10:	 1	 Issued Dec. 1, 1862	 June 15, 1861

3	 1074	 25:	 $1.00	 3

4	 1075	 50:	 $2.00	 2

5	 1076	 S-871	 $1.00	 Total No.

6	 1077	 $2.00	 Notes =	 136

7	 1078	 $3.00	 ,,

8	 1079 S-881	 $5.00	 ,,	 21 Arranged by Dates of Issue.

9	 5c	 Script*	 Issue Date and Type	 No. Specimens
10	 100

11	 25:	 It	 Dec. I.	 (Green Stamp (Overprint)	 30

12	 50C	 Dec. I. 62	 "	 17

13	 $1.00	 Jan. 1. 63	 ,,	 7

14	 $2.00	 Feb. 1. 63	 30

15 $3.00	 Mar. 1. 63	 41

16	 1080	 $5.00	 "
	 Apr. 1. 63	 "	 5

17	 5:	 Wm. Lewis Punch Holes	 Dec. I. 62 (Script) "	 6

18	 100	 Total No. Notes =	 136
19	 -	 25:

20	 50:

21	 $1.00
22	 $2.00	

Note: There is no "year" showing on this rubber stamp. Its omission indicates

23	 $3.00	
that the year was 1861, as printed on the body of the notes.

24	 $5.00

25	 5:	 Script**

26	 10:

27	 25C
28	 500
29	 -	 $1.00	

TABLE 3

30	 $2.00

31	 $3.00	
TORREY NOTES SIGNED BY WM. LEWIS

32	 $5.00
1) By Denomination.

* Inscribed by hand as follows: "Issued Dec. 1, 1862".
** Various dates, all but 186 handwritten.

Note: Numbers 9, 11 and 12, 15, 16, 18, 20 through 28, and 32 have not been

observed and may not exist at this time.

TABLE 2

NOTES SIGNED BY ELIZABETH TORREY

1) Arranged by Denomination and Dates.

Denom. No. Specimens 	 Green Stamp Overprints	 Printed Date

No. Punch

Denom.	 No. Specimens	 Date and Type	 Holes

5c	 1	 June 15, 1861 (Printed) 	 0

50 	 1 	 1
50 	 3	 2

	

5:	 4	 3

	

25:	 1	 ,,	 2

	

$1.00	 2	 May 1, 1861 (Script)*	 1

	

$1.00	 4	 June 1, 1861	 ,,	 1

	

$2.00	 I	 May 1, 1861	 1

	$3.00 	 1	 1

	

$3.00	 2	 June I, 1861	 I

Total No.	 20



TABLE 4

TORREY NOTES BY ISSUE DATES AND SERIAL NUMBERS

1) E. Torrey Signatures

Issue Date Serial Numbers

Dec. 1, '62 (Script Across face) I to 500
*Dec. 1	 (Green Stamp) 501 to 2000
Dec.	 1, '62 2001 to 3400
Jan.	 I,	 '63 3401 to 3700
Feb.	 1, '63 3701 to 4200
Mar.	 1, '63 4201 to 4850
Apr.	 1,	 '63 4851 to 5100

2) Win. Lewis Signatures

May 1, 1861

June 1, 1861

June 15, 1861

June 15, 1861

(Script Date, with one

punch hole or none)

(Script Date, with one
punch hole)

(Printed Date, with 1,
2, or 3 punch holes)

(Printed Date, with 3
punch holes)

469 to 1917

3572 to 4796

5141 to 5711

8096 to 8310

* Omitted year is 1861.
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Cards are available for delivery after the indicated first-day-of-
sale date. PLEASE DO NOT REMIT ORDERS EARLIER THAN
TWO WEEKS PRIOR. Mail orders must be accompanied by proper
remittance in the form of check or money order (U.S. dollars) made
payable to "BEP" and addressed as follows:

(Names of Card(s))
Public Affairs
Bureau of Engraving and Printing
Washington, D.C. 20228

Customers are requested not to send cash with their orders. Re-
quests must clearly include the Bureau name of card(s); cancelled or
mint, and name, address and zip code for mailing of orders. Normal
processing requires approximately 60/90 days. Additional delay may
result because of unusual demand and priority program require-
ments.

Another Numismatic Link with
Thomas Crawford

by RAYMOND H. WILLIAMSON

I enjoyed Gene Hessler's story in the May/June 1983
issue of Paper Money, page 118, about the widespread use of
Owen G. Hanks' engraving of "Freedom" as a vignette on
bank notes. He pointed out that Hanks designed this vignette
from Thomas Crawford's bronze statue of "Freedom" atop
the Capitol building in Washington.

PM readers may also be interested in another famous
bronze statue by Crawford—that of Virginia's native son
George Washington, which has stood boldly before Virginia's
Capitol building at Richmond since 1858. The numismatic
link is that this equestrian statue of Washington is the central
motif on the Great Seal of the Confederacy, vignettes of
which probably have also appeared on many issues of paper
money.

Thomas Crawford's Statue of George Washington on the Great Seal
of the Confederacy. Pictured is the original seal by J.S. Wyon of
London, designed for use in making wax impressions; now at the
Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING
SOUVENIR CARD PROGRAM FOR 1984

The Bureau's planned souvenir card program for Fiscal Year
1984, (October 1, 1983 through September 30, 1984) includes the
following issues:

CARD NAME 	 TYPE 	 SALE DATES

"VCN '81" (Mint Only)	 (Money)	 4-22-81/Till Stock

Visitors Numismatic Card 	 Depleted

"NORTHEASTERN '83"	 (Stamp)	 10-21-83/1-21-84

Northeastern Federation of
Stamp Clubs

"ASDA '83"	 (Stamp)	 11-7-83/2-7-84

American Stamp Dealers Ass'n.

"FUN '84"	 (Money)	 1-4-84/4-4-84

Florida United Numismatists

"STAMP EXPO '84 SOUTH"	 (Stamp)	 4-27-84/7-27-84

International Stamp Collectors
Society

"MEMPHIS '84"	 (Money)	 6-15-84/9-15-84

Memphis International Paper
Money Show

"ANA '84"	 (Money)	 8-27-84/11-27-84

American Numismatic Ass'n.

SOUVENIR CARD PRICES (Prices are subject to change without

prior notice.)

A. On-site and at show:
	

$4.00

B. Through mail, uncancelled:
	

$5.00

C. Through mail, cancelled:
	

$5.50

D. Bulk mail orders of 10 or more: 	 .50C discount per card
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